
AQA -8700 P1 

Creative Reading and Writing 

 

A quick glace format for Paper 1 (creative reading and writing) questions: 

Q1 - Identify & interpret (AO1) - 4 marks 

Q2 - Language analysis (AO2) - 8 marks 

Q3 - Structure (AO2) - 8 marks 

Q4 - Evaluate (AO4) - 20 marks 

Q5 - Descriptive or Narrative writing (AO5/6) - 40 marks 

______________________________________________________ 

 

Q1 – Identify and Interpret   List 4 things….. 

Marks Given  Max Time spend: Shade: 

4 marks 6 mins 4 boxes shaded 

 

You MUST Identify explicit information and Identify explicit ideas (AO1) 

• Underline keywords in the question and Read the text 

• Write out these key points in your own words or quote them 

• Use the question focus in your answer (eg He is, it is, they are) 

• Make sure each point is different and written in a SIMPLE sentence 

 

SAMPLE PARAGRAPH/QUESTION 

List 4 things about Eel Marsh (the house): 

Then, as I lay still, gathering my wits, I reflected on how long Eel Marsh House had stood here, steady as a 

lighthouse1, quite alone and exposed2, bearing the brunt of winter after winter of gales and driving rain3 and 

sleet and spray. It was unlikely to blow away tonight4. And then, those memories of childhood began to be 

stirred again and I dwelt nostalgically upon all those nights when I had lain in the warm and snug safety of my 

bed in the nursery at the top of our family house in Sussex, hearing the wind rage round like a lion, howling at 

the doors and beating upon the windows but powerless to reach me. 

1) The house stood ‘steady as a lighthouse’. 

2) The house was ‘alone and exposed’. 

3) The house had been exposed to many ‘winters, gales and rain’ etc. 

4) The house had been there years and wouldn’t ‘blow away’ that night. 

 

REMEMBER: each point you make must relate to the Question focus (ie Eel Marsh house) by writing into your 

answer (eg he is, it is they are). Each point must be different (ie don’t repeat yourself) and it must be written in 

a SIMPLE sentence. 

 

 



Q2 – Language analysis  How does the writer’s use of language –  

 

Marks given Max time spend Make approx 

8 marks 12 mins 3-4 points 

 

You MUST Identify and Interpret (AO2) - Explain, comment and analyse 

 

 This question assesses language – words/phrases / language features / language 

techniques / sentences (my advice- ignore ‘sentences’ for Q2) 

 Use language terminology 

 Select relevant quotations 

 Explain and analyse the effects of the writer’s choices of language 

 

Sample question:   How does the writer use language to describe the scene. 

 

SAMPLE PARAGRAPH/QUESTIONS 

TEXT –  
 
The 
woman 
in 
black 

Then from somewhere, out of that howling darkness, a cry came to my ears, catapulting me 
back into the present and banishing all tranquillity. 
 
I listened hard. Nothing. The tumult of the wind, like a banshee, and the banging and rattling 
of the window in its old, ill-fitting frame. Then yes, again, a cry, that familiar cry of 
desperation and anguish, a cry for help from a child somewhere out on the marsh. 
 
There was no child. I knew that. How could there be? Yet how could I lie here and ignore even 
the crying of some long-dead ghost? 

 

Sample Answer: 

 

The author creates a terrifying mood and atmosphere for the reader with the adverb 

‘somewhere’ hinting at a vagueness… where was the sound coming from, and is continued 

with the adverb ‘howling’ which suggests a wild animal prowling. Hill goes on to use a simile 

‘like a banshee’ which directly compares the sound to a female spirit whose wailing warns of 

a death in the house! The author also uses the repeated verb ‘cry’ which evokes a level of 

distress, creating a fearful and tense atmosphere. By using semantics connected to the 

supernatural and evil, Hill adds to the sense of impending doom for the character. 

 

For this question, you must focus on HOW… you must refer to specific details and make 

analytical comments. 
 

To improve: 

1) Identify ways authors create meaning; meaning+method+evidence+effect  

eg the author uses (name method) to highlight (link to question focus) seen in (quote) this 

suggests (meaning). This could create the effect/make a reader (develop effect). 

2) Ensure you use a range of statements to develop analysis eg this evokes, demonstrates, 

develops, reveals…. Makes the reader question, consider, evaluate, think etc 

 

 

 

 

 



Q3 – structure                                                         How does the structure… 

 

Marks Given Max Time spend: Make approx: 

8 marks 12 minutes 3-4 points 

 

Comment, Explain, Analyse (AO2) 

 

• Of the whole text - like beginnings/endings: changes in viewpoint 

• At paragraph level such as topic change/single sentence paragraphs 

• At sentence level such as sentence length, clause order 

• Use language terminology/Select relevant references from the text 

• Explain & analyse the effects of the writer’s choice of structural features 

 

SAMPLE TEXT – Sample text, question and answer: 

 

And as the abrupt but furious gusts of wind swept through the forest, they raised strange echoes--
as if the impervious mazes of that mighty wood were the abode of hideous fiends and evil spirits, 
who responded in shrieks, moans, and lamentations to the fearful din of the tempest. 
 
It was, indeed, an appalling night! 
 
An old--old man sat in his cottage on the verge of the Black Forest. 
 
He had numbered ninety years; his head was completely bald--his mouth was toothless--his long 
beard was white as snow, and his limbs were feeble and trembling. 

 

03 - You now need to think about the whole extract. How has the writer structured the text to 

develop the description of the setting and atmosphere? 

 

The author begins the focus by using pathetic fallacy “as the abrupt but furious gusts of 

wind” by concentrating the reader’s attention and foregrounding the weather in this way 

shows this wasn’t a typical storm.  The author changes the focus by using two simple 

sentence paragraphs. The second simple sentence paragraph introduces the character of ‘an 

old-old man’. Here the reader is directed to the difference between the strength of the 

storm and the importance of the old man. 

 

To improve: 

1) (as with Q2) identify meaning+method+evidence+effect - students must identify a method 

the author has used and discuss why it's important/successful. 

2) Pay attention to question focus:  

At the beginning of the extract the author focuses the reader's attention through (name 

method) to (reference to text) this shows (link to question focus) and can be seen (evidence 

-not necessarily a quote). This could suggest (meaning) and creates the effect of (detail 

effect). The author then moves to…………… (repeat steps)! 
 

Look for structural features; where does the author focus the reader’s attention.  Look at text-

beginning/endings, such as sequence through a passage, movement from big to small – ideas or perspectives. 

Taking an outside to inward perspective, or vice versa, introductions and developments, reiterations, 

repetitions, threads, patterns or motifs, summaries and conclusions, shifts of focus, narrative perspective, 

connections and links across paragraphs, internal cohesion and topic sentences. 



Q4 – Evaluate             To what extend do you agree… 

Marks Given Max Time spend: Make approx: 

20 marks 30 minutes 6+ points 
 
Evaluate text critically and support with appropriate textual references (AO4)  
Make a personal judgement with references to the text 
 

 You will be given a statement about the text to discuss 

 Write about your own ideas & interpretations of the text 

 Evaluate what the writer has achieved 

 Select relevant quotations from the text 

 Explain and analyse the effects of the writer’s choices 
 
Evaluate how each of character(or setting) is developed in different ways, and speculate on reasons why, or 
speculate on the different effects they may have on the reader. You must a critical response which provides a 
degree of synoptic assessment. 

SAMPLE TEXT – Sample text, question and answer: 
 

The 
Picture 
of 
Dorian 
Gray - 
Oscar 
Wilde 

Dorian Gray glanced at the picture, and suddenly an uncontrollable feeling of hatred for Basil Hallward came 
over him, as though it had been suggested to him by the image on the canvas, whispered into his ear by those 
grinning lips.  The mad passions of a hunted animal stirred within him, and he loathed the man who was seated 
at the table, more than in his whole life he had ever loathed anything.  He glanced wildly around.  Something 
glimmered on the top of the painted chest that faced him.  His eye fell on it.  He knew what it was.  It was a 
knife that he had brought up, some days before, to cut a piece of cord, and had forgotten to take away with 
him.  He moved slowly towards it, passing Hallward as he did so.  As soon as he got behind him, he seized it and 
turned round.  Hallward stirred in his chair as if he was going to rise.  He rushed at him and dug the knife into 
the great vein that is behind the ear, crushing the man's head down on the table and stabbing again and again 

 

Q4: A student, having read this section of the text said: I really felt as if I was in the room with Dorian 

Gray ……… To what extent do you agree and why?  

I agree with the statement, because Wilde has descried the character of Dorian Gray through a 
mixture of frightening and detached actions. The use of language such as ‘hatred, grinning lips, mad 
passions and hunted animal’ all add to the mysterious tone of the extract. The reader is worried and 
frightened, wondering what has happened. I liked the use of the verb ‘loathed’ which means detested 
and despised, more than a normal dislike. Through his specific vocabulary choices Wilde is able to 
manipulate the reader to experience the feelings Dorian Gray has towards the other man. 

To improve: 

1) Make a clear statement in response to the question. Add the method used by the author. 

Get students to follow this with a clear opinion (this is a culmination of their skills; inference, 

through analysis to evaluation) 

statement+method+evidence+opinion+effect+meaning/inference 

2) Explain why an author used a specific (method) word/phrase/imagery (in reference to the 

question). Why was this particular choice successful/why did it work/why did it create a 

possible effect on the reader? 

3) Use language that clearly assesses the quality of a text or the effect created with a specific 

word/phrase/method…eg this is successful because… 

 Consider and judge what you are reading as you read it. As you absorb the content be confident enough to 

agree/disagree, approve/disapprove. Be aware of the style and the tone used in the passage and judge how 

they affect you. What feelings and ideas do they plant in your mind? At the end of a passage try to have a 

genuine opinion, for example. I enjoyed that because ............... or I didn't enjoy that because .. 

 



Q5 - Narrative and descriptive skills 

Time  Marks 

5 mins planning 40 minutes writing 3-4 
sides 

24 marks content and organisation + 
16 marks accuracy 

 

In section B, writing a creative text, inspired by the topic in section A to demonstrate 

narrative and descriptive skills in response to a written prompt, scenario or visual image. 

1) Describe – create a picture or a visual image for your reader – be creative and 

ambitious with vocabulary choices. 

2) Maintain past or present tense throughout. 

Start with: 

 A short or one word sentence 

 A sense 

(sound/smell/touch/sight/taste) 

 Adverb (‘ly’ word) 

 A complex sentence / subordinate 

clause 

 A preposition (above, opposite, 

under, over) 

 

Sample Answer: 

Its dilapidated wings, shaped like a bird’s, droop solemnly from its simple frame. It is depressed. Floor 

creepers have found the edges of the wings, pulling them down as they extend, snake-like, up; 

making the plane’s domed structure look like it has grown out of the entangled base. Little bits of 

smooth, sharp-edged bone are sprinkled inside the cockpit of the machine, at the end which is most 

intimately connected to the snarled jungle floor. These are what is left of the inventor’s skull, which 

was cracked upon impact. His skeletal bones are littered, mish-mashed, around the whole site. It is 

pretty to look at, this structure. Like a little tumour, protruding from the flat.  

Techniques to use: 

Colours 
Adjectives 
Adverbs 
Short/minor sentence 

Complex 
sentence 
Ambitious 
vocabulary 

Alliteration 
Personification 
Onomatopoeia 
Simile  

Metaphor 
Paragraphs and 
punctuation 
Compound sentence 

Sight  
Smell 
Sound  
Touch & taste 

 

 Tone is convincing throughout the task. 

 On the whole, the writing is convincing and demonstrates some skill- there are no deviations from the 

expectations of the genre. 

 If the task has specified an audience (for example, parents) then the writing reflects that. 

 Extensive sophisticated vocabulary is used throughout and selected for specific effect. 

 There are many examples of successful linguistic devices that have been consciously crafted. 

 There are effective uses of varied and advanced structural features.  

 There must be a clear sense of beginning, middle and end.  For example, paragraphs are consistently 

coherent.   A wide range of discourse markers are integrated.  

 Topic sentences are varied. There is an engaging range of highly complex ideas.  

 There is clear and obvious planning or forethought in the composition of the writing. 

 The punctuation is used competently and with consistency. 

 A range of simple, compound and complex sentences.  Sentence construction is stylish and 

purposeful. 


